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Editorial: DTAV, Patch get half the hose

Style: All points lead north

Old Town music festival brings more than 30
local and national acts to Kingman’s

Opinion: Gamers gone wild, tax math
and seeing through technology
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Sports: Gagne breaks own discus record

Junior thrower continues his breakout
year, placing 1st in discus and shot put
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Field work a camouflaged capstone Response

to campus
fire alarms
varied

ROTC cadets
spend weekend
in woods to prep
for national
assessment

Location of call
determines
whether full force,
equipment roll

By Beth Kevit
News Editor

PLYMOUTH — Cadet Dale
Dunn stood in the darkening
field as his squad knelt in a circle
around him. His squad members
waited for him to give them instructions. Just enough light remained in the sky for their notes
to be legible.
A piece of paper folded lengthwise into thirds rested on the grass
where all could see it.
“This paper is essentially
where we are,” Dunn said. “Those
two crossed pencils are the objective.”
The objective was breakfast.
Meals, ready-to-eat, had been
dropped 110 meters away, and the
squad needed to go on a resupply
mission to retrieve them. Dunn
told his squad that if they encountered four or fewer South Atropian People’s Army fighters, they
should engage them. If the group
of SAPA insurgents numbered
more than four, he instructed his
squad to suppress them and then
break contact.
Once Dunn was sure the in-

By Beth Kevit
News Editor

ing program called the Leadership
Development and Assessment
Course in Fort Lewis, Wash.
The cadets marched in on Friday and found themselves in the
terrain of a fictitious country de-

If a shift’s full crew is at the
Orono Fire Department when a
fire alarm activation call comes
in from a University of Maine
dormitory, the policy is to send
the engine, the ladder truck and
one of the town’s two ambulances to the scene.
Unless that call comes from
Edith Patch Hall or Doris
Twitchell Allen Village, that’s
what happens.
“So far, we haven’t been
burned by that,” said Ben Pratt,
a member of the fire department.
According to a department
memo, as of Jan. 2, 2011, “All
automatic fire alarms to [Patch]

See ROTC on A3

See Fire on A6

Beth Kevit • News Editor

Cadets Brandon Hopkins (left) and Rafe Sargent signal to squad members in the woods during ROTC Field Training Exercises on Saturday.

structions were understood, the
squad moved single-file into the
woods, their boots rustling softly
in the dry leaves. They broke
through brush, snapping twigs as
they went, until the green glow
sticks tied to the MRE cartons
were visible.

After bringing the cartons back
to main camp, Dunn issued each
squad member two MREs for the
next day and marked a success
for one of the first missions of the
University of Maine Reserve Officers’ Training Corps’ spring Field
Training Exercises weekend.

‘Our capstone’
The ROTC cadets spent three
days in the woods of Plymouth
testing their skills at FTX, which
is run once each semester, in order
to prepare MSIIIs, cadets in their
third year, for a month-long train-

Obstacle challenge honors fallen UM Marine
By Chris Chase
State Editor

The Zimmerman Memorial
Fitness Challenge kicked off on
Saturday with a series of physical drills designed to test the
mettle of its participants.
The challenge was created
in memoriam of 1st Lt. James
Zimmerman, a former University of Maine ROTC member and
Marine who was killed in combat in Afghanistan on Nov. 2,
2010. The event was conceived
by ROTC students at UMaine
as a memorial to Zimmerman
in 2011, who was known for his
aptitude and intense physical
training.
“This is all student-run,”

said Capt. Thomas Buterbaugh,
the commanding officer for
UMaine’s ROTC program, of
the event. “They came up with
this idea last year; they’re responsible for all of it.”
The challenge itself consisted of several events designed to
test the physical and mental discipline of the participants. The
tests were comprised of fourperson teams that could choose
from three fitness levels: family,
motivated and hardcore.
First up was a Combat Fitness Test, which involved
sprints, low crawls, fireman carries and other physical exercises
based on military tests.
Next was a hike, the length of
which varied depending on the

combat level. Hardcore participants took a 4 ½-mile hike with
large bags of sand in their backpacks to weigh them down.
After that came a 3-mile run,
followed by “suicide sprints”

Oozeball pit next to the Steam
Plant parking lot by the Stillwater River, before heading
back to the Navy ROTC house
where the calisthenic exercises
began. Hardcore groups needed

“I love to see young men get together to
do something like this. The military does
what it says it does. It honors its own.”
Thomas Zimmerman
Father of late 1st Lt. James Zimmerman
that covered the entire length of
the UMaine mall.
Just after the sprints, participants dove through the mudcrawl, which took place in the

to do 500 sit-ups, 160 pull-ups
and 400 pushups among team
members.
Even with the grueling nature
of the tests, spirits were high,

as the event’s cause motivated
many to give it their all.
“I was in the Marine Corps,
and my son is currently serving,” said Lee Landry of Hampden, who was at the challenge
representing Crossfit Bangor.
“It’s very important to me that
we remember people like 1st Lt.
Zimmerman.”
The Zimmerman family was
there to support all of the participants, and a few members of the
family participated themselves.
Even with the positive nature of
the competition, the event still
had a powerful impact on the
family.
“It’s bittersweet, of course,”
said Thomas Zimmerman, 1st
Lt. Zimmerman’s father. “It

doesn’t fill the void in your
heart, but it does for a while.”
The event, according to
Thomas, is a good fit for his
son’s personality.
“He loved this stuff,” Thomas said. “I love to see young
men get together to do something like this. The military does
what it says it does. It honors its
own.”
That message wasn’t lost on
any members of the Zimmerman family, who were appreciative of the efforts.
“The anticipation was difficult, as it was with all the events
for James,” said Jane Zimmerman, 1st Lt. Zimmerman’s
See Zimmerman on A6

‘What better way to raise awareness than to be naked?’

Paul Perkins • Photojournalist

The University of Maine’s annual naked bike ride takes place every
year near Earth Day to raise awareness of student and community
love for the planet.
Kate McLaughlin, a fourth-year nursing student, was one of the
naked riders on Friday, when they circled campus.

“I think it’s important to remind people to respect Mother Nature
and the earth,” McLaughlin said. “A lot of people don’t realize the
significance of recycling and just being good to the earth, and what
better way to raise awareness than to be naked?”
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Mall crowd rallies, camps,
rails against debt, poverty
By Derrick Rossignol
Style Editor

Christie Edwards • Staff Photographer

Dennis Cole, a member of the Black Bear Food Guild, helps Orono residents Laura (middle) and
Freddy (right) plant lavender seeds at the HOPE Festival on Saturday.

‘Connection to the Earth’
UM event’s central theme
HOPE festival highlights green initiative on- and off-campus
By Brittany Toth
Local Editor

The 18th annual Help Organize Peace Earthwide Festival was
held at the University of Maine’s
New Balance Student Recreation
Center on Saturday.
The festival took place from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m. with events for all
ages. Booths were set up on half
of the gym floor for local vendors
and groups to share information
about their organizations, sell
products or distribute flyers.
Keynote speaker Bill McKibben was present, as well as juggler Zachary Fields; Timbered
Lake music group; and Innana,
Sisters in Rhythm.
“The goal of the event is to
celebrate a connection to the earth
and to each other, share information about all the good work that
they’ve done and to celebrate
Earth Day,” said Ilze Petersons,
director of the event.
Petersons has been running
the HOPE Festival for 18 years,
though she did not come up with
the idea on her own. According to
her, the Peace and Justice Center
of Eastern Maine started the festival. She was a member of the
organization when they came up
with the idea and has been organizing it ever since.
According to Petersons, the
event continues to grow each year,
and she said this year generated
the biggest turnout.
“People come back each year,
and each year we have new people who come too. And when you
have someone of the stature of
Bill McKibben, it really brings a
lot more people in, and it makes it

a lot more worthwhile for the vendors,” she said.
William “Bill” McKibben is
a environmentalist and author
who has extensively studied
global warming. In 2010, Time
Magazine referred to him as “the
world’s best green journalist.”
Petersons explained that the
event moved around to a couple
of different places before coming
to UMaine.
“It started at University College [of Bangor] the first year, and
that was too small,” she said. “We
moved to Brewer Auditorium and
were there for 10 years.”
The festival moved again to
the Field House at UMaine, where
it remained for two years before
settling in at the rec center for the
past three years.
“This is the nicest space, and
it’s a green building, so it’s really
wonderful to be here,” Petersons
said, referring to the building’s
LEED certification.
Amy Hughes, a fourth-year
philosophy and anthropology
student with a minor in sustainable food systems, volunteered
her time to organize a children’s
venue at the festival.
Hughes had never been to the
event until this year. She found
out about it through the Peace and
Justice Center of Eastern Maine,
where she recently became a
member.
“I have been volunteering with
them for a while, and they have
really awesome ways for younger
people to get involved, and I just
thought this was so cool,” she
said.
As she learned more about the
festival, Hughes explained that

she had found out there wouldn’t
be a children’s section unless
somebody took the job. She
thought that not having a venue
for children would be “tragic,” so
she took on the challenge.
“For the kids’ area, we just
wanted to have crafts that kids
could make,” she said. “One thing
that we really wanted to do was
have interactive crafts so that kids
are making stuff together for cooperation sake. I think that’s very
important.”
Hughes said the experience
was a “realistic application” of
her education. She felt it was one
of the only things that could bring
all of the “social change” groups
together, and she said she plans to
continue volunteering at the event
every year she can.
“I think the reason that the
Peace and Justice Center is so
awesome is because they make
this sort of umbrella mission that
a lot of different people fit under,”
she said. “It’s like we’re all kind
of in our own corners, but it brings
back the realization that we are all
actually pursuing peace together,
and that you can’t do it unless you
have awesome ways to meet each
other and network.”
Matt Scaccia, a third-year
parks, recreation and tourism student at UMaine, also volunteered
at the festival for the first time this
year.
“I’ve been absolutely loving
it,” he said. “I think I’m having
more fun than any of the kids
here.”
Scaccia put together a booth in
the children’s section where they
See HOPE on A6

The Maine Peace Action Committee and
other campus organizations held Progress On
The Mall on Thursday.
The event, which included a rally and campout, saw members from groups including the
Student Women’s Association, the Sustainable
Agriculture Enthusiasts, Students Action for
Animal Rights Initiative and the Black Student
Union set up tents and signs on the mall to bring
awareness to each group’s focused issues.
“It is an event to engage the community
about the issues we work on, about what’s
wrong with the world, about the injustices that
exist,” said Dan White, a graduate student in
peace and reconciliation studies and MPAC
treasurer.
Starting at noon, the groups hosted several
activities and events, including a rally featuring representatives from each group.
“Each one of the groups, we had had a representative who spoke about what they’re doing, so it’s good to have all the different voices
involved,” White said.
White discussed student debt and the importance of activism, while philosophy professor Mike Howard spoke about distribution of
wealth. Philosophy professor Doug Allen addressed general societal problems, such as student debt, poverty and climate change, saying
the level of activism surrounding these issues
is a positive sign.
Signs displayed information about issues
like student debt, militarism, nonviolent values
and poverty — the main focuses of the event.
Fliers and pamphlets described the issues and
proposed solutions.
“We’re really exploring the question, ‘What
is it to live nonviolently?’ and how we relate to
each other, ourselves and the world, our environment,” White said. “For instance, an alternative to going to the supermarket and buying
packaged meat is thinking about where your
meat comes from and what is the most nonviolent way to live that’s best for the earth and the
animal.”
White also said there are alternatives to all

Christie Edwards • Staff Photographer

Members of the Maine Peace Action Committee rally
on the mall Thursday afternoon. The rally encouraged action for issues such as student debt, the
Occupy movement, diversity and equality.

of the issues laid out at Progress On The Mall,
and that “beginning the conversation is an exploration.”
As part of the event, the students also held a
conflict-resolution circle in the afternoon.
“We went over the principles of nonviolent
communication, related to conflict resolution,
and we had a talking circle,” White said. “It’s
a chance for everyone to express themselves
and for the other people to hear them and listen
fully based on our need for community to see
each other, to accept each other, to hear each
other and to be connected to the whole.”
White was pleased with the attendance at
the rally, saying it drew students who aren’t
typically involved in MPAC protests.
“We had a good showing for [the rally]. Students who usually we don’t see at our events
were here, and they were engaged and interested in what we were saying,” he said.
While the involved groups have stances on
numerous social issues, White said their objective was to “get the info out to the population.”
While practicing activism and learning more
about the social issues, White said involved
students also got to “connect with each other
and to sit around and play music and to talk and
to enjoy each other.”

Presidential Poise

Christie Edwards • Staff Photographer

University of Maine System Chancellor James Page speaks about University of Maine President Paul
Ferguson during his inauguration ceremony on April 19. “The faculty welcomes President Ferguson,”
said UMaine Faculty Senate president Michael Grillo, “so that we may continue to meet our evolving
responsibility to the people of Maine.”

Police Beat Brothers win business contest
The best from
UMaine’s finest

By Beth Kevit
News Editor

Drink to the clink
The University of Maine Police Department received a report
of underage drinking in a fourthfloor room of Somerset Hall at
11:48 p.m. April 19. An officer
found a group of people in the
room and a shot glass containing
a brown liquid in plain sight. A
half-full bottle of Captain Morgan rum was confiscated.
Taylor Gross, 19, was found
to have consumed alcohol in
violation of bail conditions that
resulted from a previous charge
of operating under the influence, which occurred on campus. Gross was brought back to
UMPD, where his blood alcohol
content was found to be 0.17. He
was arrested for violation of bail
conditions and taken to Penobscot County Jail in Bangor. From
the group, an 18-year-old male
was referred to Judicial Affairs.
Coppers and robbers
UMPD received a report of
a theft at 7:17 a.m. April 17. Penobscot Construction reported
copper wire, worth $500, was
stolen from the construction site
at Stewart Commons between
4:30 p.m. April 16 and the time
of the report.
Hartless destruction
UMPD received a report of

vandalism at 8:53 p.m. April 16.
The window in the Long Road
entrance of Hart Hall, which will
cost $300 to replace, was broken.

It’s getting old
UMPD received a report
of criminal mischief at 11:06
a.m. April 16. Eight graffiti tags
were found in Fogler Library
men’s bathrooms. The tag is
the same that has been found in
multiple locations on campus.
Clean-up is estimated at $300.

Little lift
UMPD received a report of
a theft at 1:05 p.m. April 17. A
wallet containing $113 was stolen from a backpack in Little
Hall between 5:45 p.m. April
16 and the time of the report.
April showers
UMPD received a report of
disorderly conduct at 1:32 p.m.
April 16. A witness reported
that a group of individuals threw
buckets of water from a fourthfloor window of Oxford Hall at
people below. The group was
gone when an officer arrived.
Quad oddities
UMPD received a report of
disorderly conduct at 3:06 p.m.
April 16. A 31-year-old female
transient was reportedly acting
strangely in the Hilltop quad near
Oxford Hall. She was not intoxicated. The University Volunteer
Ambulance Corps evaluated the
female and transported her to
Eastern Maine Medical Center in
Bangor for treatment.

$5,000 prize recognizes student aerial photography via drones company
By Lauren Abbate

For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
Business Challenge held its first
award ceremony on Saturday at
the Wells Conference Center,
with a team of brothers taking
first place for their business project, Aerial Fly.
First-place winners Luke and
Jake Thomas won $5,000 and
start-up business support from
the challenge’s contributing
companies. Second place was
awarded to Shannon Byers and
her business, Best In Show Paws;
she received a $1,000 prize.
James Morin, Matt Ciampa,
Owen McCarthy and Sangam
Lama, all 2010 UMaine graduates, founded the competition.
“In its simplest form, which
doesn’t do it any justice, it’s a
business concept competition
involving a business plan and a
business pitch,” Morin said.
The four final businesses were
offered the opportunity to start on
the right foot with the chance to
win the top $5,000 prize and “a
basic business starter kit, if you
will, with legal services, consulting, advertising [and] product
development,” Morin said.
The event’s supporting businesses will contribute these
services to the winning pitch
by the Thomas brothers, a com-

pany specializing in low-level opportunity again.
aerial imaging using unmanned
“I think it’s really good that
drones. Drones, known for their it’s happening here,” Luke
use in military operations, can Thomas said. “I think a lot of
also be used in photography college kids get in this zone
where a person would have dif- where they’re focused on getficulty placing a camera, such as ting that job after college, but the
on a whitewater rafting trip.
economy has changed so much
Businesses partnered with and it’s just as risky to go work
these start-up companies under- for someone nowadays [as] it is
stand the position these young to start up your own business.”
entrepreneurs are
Their comin. Ry Russell, a
pany uses unpartner in the VR
manned aerial
Marketing firm,
drones
with
“The whole
a
competition
a camera atexperience, from
supporter, knows
tached, allowthe very beginning ing for new
how difficult it is
to manage school
techniques in
to now, has been
and starting a
photography.
a huge learning
business.
Both brothers
“The
acaare at a senior
experience.”
demic
system
standing
—
and the business
Luke is a marShannon Byers keting student
system need to
Best
In Show Paws at UMaine and
coincide,” Russell said. “There
Jake is studying
needs to be more
outdoor recreresources to let
ation and busistudents go out and do their own ness at the University of Maine
thing. I think something like this at Farmington.
will help maybe set some perimByers, the second-place wineters where students can still stay ner, submitted her company,
in school and actively start their Best In Show Paws, a mobile
own business.”
nail clipping service for dogs.
Luke and Jake Thomas tried
“The whole experience, from
the University of Southern the very beginning to now, has
Maine’s business challenge last been a huge learning experiyear and were excited to get the ence,” Byers said.

All of the contestants agreed
the competition gave valuable
insight into the business world.
“The biggest thing this challenge has provided us with is an
educational experience,” said
James Beaupre, a doctoral candidate in chemical engineering
at UMaine and partner in the
Stillwater Poster Company. “It
made us bring everything together and make us formulate
what we had in our minds.”
Beaupre and Nate Wildes, a
fourth-year political science student, started their company to
create an outlet for UMaine artists to sell their work, reconnect
with alumni, and get their names
and missions out to people.
The company Bio-Remediation shared that sentiment. Tory
Stark, a second-year computer
science student, and his wife,
Kimberly Stark, submitted their
pitch to produce a pellet form
of natural gas as a heating element.
Though they didn’t win, the
team said participating alone
has given them valuable experience.
“We’re people who like to
tinker around, and we have never had to take this and put it into
the business aspect, so it opened
our eyes about how to market
this to other people,” Kimberly
Stark said.
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Photos by Beth Kevit • News Editor

Above: Cadet Garrett Clark scans the woods for his squad members during the University of Maine ROTC’s spring Field Training Exercises.
Top Right: Cadet Ashley Hatch peers into the woods during a platoon mission on Sunday.
Right: Lt. Col. Steve Szewc prepares to fire another smoke grenade as one billows purple smoke behind him, providing cover for cadets to ambush through an open field.
Lower Right: Sergeant 1st Class Paul Maxson evaluates Cadet Kyle Lawson after a mission to destroy an enemy bunker.
Bottom Right: Cadet Lance Williams walks with another cadet through the woods during a platoon mission on Sunday.

ROTC
from A1

veloped for the 2010 LDAC: Atropia.
Atropia is understood to be located in the Caucasus Mountains
and its culture is a blend of Spanish language and Middle Eastern
customs.
Younger cadets, such as MSII
Dunn, were also given opportunities to step into leadership roles
during the weekend and be evaluated by cadre members, activeduty personnel assigned to teach
ROTC courses.
One resupply mission did not
go as smoothly as Dunn’s.
That squad sat in the dark outside the TOC in nearly the same
spot that Dunn had instructed his
squad. In the 20 or so minutes
Dunn’s mission had taken, the last
of the light had drained from the
sky, and the faces of this squad’s
members were indistinguishable.
They sat clustered around the red
glow of a cadre member’s flashlight.
That mission had been a failure, most likely the result of gaps
in communication and poor planning.
The squad leader had gotten
it half right, the cadre member
conceded, and he was told to own
his mistakes and learn from them
throughout the remaining missions in the weekend.
“This is really like our capstone
exercise. … Our goal is to validate
our juniors,” said Lt. Col. Steve
Szewc. “Our whole training plan
for the year builds up to this.”
Szewc said the weekend benefits younger cadets by introducing
them to field craft and enabling
them to use tactics they’ve studied
throughout the year. The cadets
have weekly two-hour labs, but
that short period of time doesn’t
always allow for concepts to take
root in cadets’ minds, he added.
Standing on a knoll near main
camp, he described the transformation he saw in one cadet’s face
since the fall.
“I could see the look on her
face in October. ‘What am I doing
here?’” Szewc said. “She understands [now] how it assesses your
leadership and why we’re doing it.
… In that months’ time between
there and here, it just clicked.
“You can see it,” he continued. “It’s fun to watch.”
Cadets in command
Cadet Tom Ryan, a third-year
history student, said he was confident he would perform well in
the Squad Training Exercises on
Saturday, but he was still a little
anxious.
“It’s like that good kind of nervousness. It’s just enough to keep
you pushing forward,” he said.
“You’re no longer taking care of
just yourself. You’re also taking
care of everyone beneath you.”
Ashley Hatch, a fourth-year
nursing student set to graduate in
December, was an MSIV going
through FTX as an MSIII after
missing LDAC last summer for
personal reasons. She was excited
about her upcoming training, but
transitioning back to an MSIII after a year with her own class was
throwing her off a bit.
“I’m kind of like a three-anda-half,” she said. “I can tell that
I’m improving just over this past
year.”

Hatch was slated to lead a
squad in the first lane on Saturday morning, and Ryan was
chosen to assist her. At 6 a.m.,
while their squad lay low to provide 360-degree security, Hatch
and Ryan crouched in the brush
with Szewc as he read them their
mission — a litany of information Hatch had to winnow down
to just what her squad members
absolutely needed to know.
As Hatch mulled over the
information, Ryan sprawled out
in the grass with his nose to a
map, studying it before he laid
out a terrain model using icons,
labeled and laminated to last
against the elements, that Hatch
would use to describe the mission.
After getting her orders from
Szewc, Hatch had only 45 minutes to get her squad moving.
“That’s part of the drill, to
put them under that time constraint,” Szewc said. “That’s
where they separate themselves
from their peers.”
The objective was 240 meters away, Hatch told her squad.
They were to conduct an attack
on opposing forces “in order to
prevent enemy resupply and destroy rocket sites.”
Szewc moved alongside the
squad, dropping back or pushing ahead to watch cadets interact with each other. Their movements were more detectable
than intended.
“Would I let her lead a patrol
in Afghanistan?” Szewc asked
as the squad pulled ahead. “No,
not right now, but that’s not
what I’m looking at.”
Szewc elaborated that FTX
is designed to see how confident cadets are as leaders, while
tactics and noise control take a
backseat in importance.
Hatch lost one team member on the assault, but Staff
Sgt. Daniel Trojecki and cadets
Brian Landry and Robert Cook,
the entire opposing forces team,
were killed in a firefight.
“The order, I thought, was
pretty effective for the mission,” Szewc said as he critiqued Hatch’s performance in
the after-action report that followed the mission. The squad
and opposing forces sat in a circle around Szewc as he spoke.
“Your terrain model was oriented. … It’s like a big PowerPoint
slide out in the field, so use it
effectively.”
Szewc balanced areas where
Hatch could improve, such as
her not-so-stealthy manner of
getting her squad across the
road, with areas in which she
showed initiative, such as when
she led her team around a small
quarry rather than trying to save
time by going straight through
it.
“I guarantee half the squads
will go through that quarry,” he
said. “That was a good thought
process.”
‘Ready for LDAC’
A couple of hours later, Hatch
sat as the squad member rather
than its leader after control had
rotated to another MSIII.
“I thought [my mission]
went fairly well. It was a little
confusing at times, but communication went well … even
though we did not have a successful recon,” she said. “A lot
of it is based on planning, and

I think I definitely improved on
[that]. … I basically didn’t give
myself enough time.”
Hatch was in charge of a platoon on Sunday, which is composed of two squads. She led the
platoon on a raid to capture or
kill Abu Sanchez, a high-value
SAPA target. This objective was
about 900 meters away, and
her platoon was given twice as
much time as the squads had
been given the day before.
She led her platoon through
the woods, skirting a field in the
beginning and delving deeper
into the forest as time went on.
The cadets slogged through a
bog and then up a steep hill before Hatch split her platoon into
two groups.
One would stay put and keep
security on the area and the other
would forge ahead on a leader’s
recon to assess the terrain and
see if they could get eyes on the
objective.
The recon hit a snag when the
cadets found themselves at the
top of a cliff, but they doubled
back and found a small stream
that wound its way toward the
objective, where Abu Sanchez
sat with three guards.
It had rained all morning,
which kept the noise of dry foliage rustling as cadets passed to a
minimum, but the guards heard
movement in the wet forest and
noticed the pattern of the platoon’s Army Combat Uniforms
through the foliage, though they
could not get a clear view of the
cadets.

Before the platoon moved in,
green and white smoke grenades
were tossed to provide cover
so the cadets could cross the
open stream in relative safety.
They took out the four targets,
including Abu Sanchez, played
by Aaron Saucier, an MSIV and
senior psychology student.
During the after-action report, Szewc addressed Hatch’s
unease at handling a larger
group of cadets than the day before.
“Just take a deep breath and
use what you know,” he said.
“You’ve got the skills. You’ve
just got to project that confidence.”
“I think it went pretty well,”
Szewc said later, as the platoon
marched up the road back to the
main camp. “They were a little
tired, and it showed. … They’ve
done well at applying what
they’ve learned in class.”
“Everyone came out of their
shells a little bit, like Hatch,” he
continued.
Hatch’s emergence as a leader was evident in how she addressed her troops. Soft-spoken
in everyday conversation, she
seemed a bit hesitant to issue orders at first. However, after her
platoon had taken out Abu Sanchez, she barked at her cadets to
stop standing around and move
him out of the objective site.
“I think my actions on this
lane was better than on the first
one,” she said. “I feel a lot better
than I have.
“I feel ready for LDAC.”
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Zimmerman
from A1

mother. “We are so appreciative
to see all the T-shirts with his
name on them. I feel like James
is really being honored and appreciated.
“There’s not a lot of words
that can express what parents
feel, so we just say, ‘Thank
you,’” she said.
Sam Forbes, 1st Lt. Zimmerman’s cousin, participated in
the event in his memory.
“It’s very inspirational; it’s
a good part of the healing process,” Forbes said. “Just to see
so many people come out and
support who he was. He loved
pushing his body all the time.
He was talking about being a
Marine when he was 9 years
old.”
For the family, the tribute fit
the image of the kind-hearted
and determined young man they
knew and loved.
“I don’t think you can get
a better tribute to a person,”
Forbes said.
What everyone in the Zimmerman family could agree
on was that James would have
participated if he could, and he

Fire

from A1
and [DTAV] will be with single
engine — all others will remain
the same for now.”
“Obviously if the engine
shows up and there’s smoke
billowing out of a building, all
hell’s going to break loose,”
Pratt said.
Patch and DTAV are the only
suite-style on-campus housing,
and each apartment comes with
a kitchen. Apartments in Patch
have an oven and a range stove,
while apartments in DTAV just
have ranges.
“Kitchen fires are one of the
No. 1 cause[s] of residential
fires in the country,” Pratt said.
Pratt, a firefighter with more
than a decade of experience
who has been with the Orono
department for four years,
shared his views when asked
about the situation, which was
brought to the The Maine Campus’ attention by an anonymous
third party. He emphasized that
his opinions should not be assumed to match those of other
crewmembers. Pratt was approached because he is known
through a mutual acquaintance.
According to Norman “Buddy” Webb, chief of the Orono
Fire Department, it’s the high
number of fire alarm activations
caused by students using those
kitchens, whether by burning
food or simply creating smoke
while they cook, that led him
to reduce the response to Patch
and DTAV alarms.
“No one’s ever questioned
this before,” Webb said. “If
I thought for one second that
we weren’t providing the right
amount of protection, I would
definitely send a ladder truck.”
While Webb sees the high
volume of calls related to cooking as “nuisance” calls, Pratt
sees them as an indicator that
Patch and DTAV need a more
diligent eye to guard against a
potential fire.
“You’ve got a lot of kids,
college kids, living in a dorm

probably would have done very
well.
“He would have beaten all of
you, I’m afraid,” Thomas said.
In the end, the family took
second place in their team’s
category — a result they vow
to improve next year when the
Zimmerman Challenge rolls
around again.
First place in the hardcore
category went to the “Andrew
Wood” team, which narrowly
beat out the “Acadians” with
just 1 minute between their two
finishing times.
The winners were awarded
a trophy in the form of a hammer and the inevitable bragging
rights that go along with participating in a challenge of its
caliber.
The event was followed with
a free barbecue for challenge
participants, most of whom
were exhausted and hungry
from their ordeal.
For everyone involved, the
sore legs and tight muscles were
a fitting reminder of the legacy
that 1st Lt. Zimmerman left behind.
“As long as there are people
like you,” Thomas said to the
participants, “heroes definitely
will never die.”
environment with a kitchen,”
Pratt said.
“I think it’s sketchy for us,
and I think it’s sketchy for the
folks that are up there.”
Reason for restriction
Sitting in his downtown
Orono office on Thursday afternoon, Webb paused several
times during an interview to
listen to traffic on the scanner
calling his crews out of the station. The first call sent out two
crewmembers with an ambulance.
“There is nothing written
anywhere that says I have to respond with a ladder truck,” he
said. “Just because we have it
doesn’t mean it has to go.”
The department has a standard operating procedure on
file for handling fire alarm activation calls from university
buildings. Webb said that procedure was altered by a memo
when he decided to change the
response to calls from DTAV
and Patch. Neither document
could be found in the station
that day, but a copy of the
memo that announced the response change was provided on
Friday.
The second call to come in
during the interview originated
from the Delta Tau Delta fraternity house on College Avenue,
and since the ambulance and
its crew members were still
gone, only the engine went to
the house. Asked if the ladder
truck would have gone as well
if the ambulance had managed
to return before the call, Webb
said yes.
“That’s what the plan calls
for,” he said.
Pratt said the importance of
the truck isn’t just the ladder
it’s named after, though with
DTAV and Patch both standing at three stories, it is plausible that a ladder truck could
be needed. The truck itself is a
“toolbox,” he said.
“We use the equipment
that’s on that thing more than
the ladder itself,” Pratt said,
adding that the truck carries
rope, harnesses and air moni-
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Troy O’Bar, Tanna Ross, Megan Miller and Amanda Tewksbury crawl through the Oozeball pit during the Zimmerman Challenge on
Saturday. The event was hosted by the University of Maine ROTC in memory of 1st Lt. James Zimmerman, a Marine who was killed in
Afghanistan on Nov. 2, 2010.

toring equipment, among other
gear. “A lot of our true rescue
equipment is on that truck.”
The average response time
to DTAV and Patch is 6 minutes, and Webb said if the crew
members with the engine arrived on scene and decided
they needed the ladder truck, it
could be there in about 4 minutes.
“Fires on a growth stage can
double in size every minute,”
Pratt said, unless efforts made
to contain it are successful.
By that measure, a fire in
Patch or DTAV could have the
potential to double in size nine
times before the ladder truck
could arrive.
Curtailed crews
When Pratt started serving in
Orono, each of the three crews
— A, B and C — had five people. Currently, C crew has five
people, and A and B crews have
four people each. Pratt is on C
crew.
“They’ve been kind of rotating it around so no one’s been
on a crew of four for more than
a year-and-a-half,” Pratt said.
“It just wears on you.”
He said the financial constraints the town is facing are
the source of the slimmed-down
crews. The department needs a
minimum of four crew members on duty during each shift,
which was OK when crews had
five people, Pratt said.
With two crews of four each,
Pratt said the department pays
more overtime because someone calling in sick or taking a
vacation day can drop the number of crew members on duty
to three, forcing the department
to call in someone who is off
duty.
“We’re trying to do a lot
with a little. We’re trying to do
more than we have before with
less than we’ve had before,” he
said.
One of the ways to stretch
that crew is to cut down on the
level of response. Patch and
DTAV are the only areas of
town where Webb gets numerous calls as a result of cook-

ing, and he said the history of
sending full resources to an
area where they are not needed
— he estimated 95 percent of
calls to DTAV and Patch fit this
scenario — is what prompted
him to change the policy.
“We go to Patch Hall and
DTAV probably 10 or 12 times

“If it’s Cumberland
Hall, everyone gets
up in the middle of
the night. ... But when
we go to either Patch
or Doris Twitchell,
the call will go out
per the response
plan … but all you’ll
get is the engine.”
Ben Pratt
C Crew member
Orono Fire Department
to one call somewhere else,”
he said. “The issue has not got
anything to do with money. The
issue has to do with using the
appropriate resources.”
The ladder truck is the most
expensive vehicle to run, and
racks up costs at $350 per hour.
The engine costs $225 to run
per hour, and the ambulances
each cost $150.
Patch and DTAV both have
automatic sprinklers that start
spraying if they detect flames,
which Webb said was a factor in his decision. According
to department data, there have
been 44 fire alarm activations
caused by cooking in the two
dorms since the beginning of
the school year.
“The only reason we do that
is to cut down on the expense
of running these vehicles,”
Webb said. “I don’t think it’s
necessary [to send the ladder truck] for a building that
has automatic sprinklers.”
Paying for services
According to Janet Wal-

HOPE
from A2

could make homemade bird feeders out of pine cones, seeds and
peanut butter.
He said that helping children
to engage with the outdoors and
the species that inhabit it is impor-

dron, UMaine’s vice president
for administration and finance,
the university pays the town of
Orono “payment in lieu of taxes” to cover municipal costs,
which include fire and police
assistance. The university pays
a lump sum each fiscal year
to the town, and it’s up to the
town to decide how that money
is spent.
From the 2007-08 fiscal
year to the 2010-11 fiscal year,
UMaine’s yearly payment in
lieu of taxes was $646,466.
That price tag rose by $6,465
for the most recent payment.
“We increased by just an inflationary factor,” Waldron said.
“It was a minimal increase.”
While the university paid a
steady amount to the town for
municipal services, the budgets
for the fire and police departments fluctuated. According to
town budget reports, the fire
department spent $1,701,275
in the 2007-08 fiscal year.
With one exception, the
amounts budgeted for the department decreased each year,
leaving the budgeted figure
to stand at $1,273,450 for the
most recent fiscal year. Its yearend expenses came in under
that figure by approximately
$97,000.
Those decreasing budgets
mean the fire department cut
costs from the 2007-08 fiscal
year to the 2011-12 fiscal year
by approximately $525,000.
However, that trend appears to
be reversing, as, according to
the town of Orono, the fire department has requested a budget of $1,520,750 for the 201213 fiscal year.
Waldron did not know that
Webb had decided to alter the
level of response to campus
alarms based on the location of
the call.
“I cannot imagine they
would not do the appropriate
response,” she said. “They are
incredibly responsive.”
UMaine spokesman Ron
Lisnet said the university
echoes Waldron’s confidence
in the department’s decisionmaking.
“There’s no formal policy,

but UMaine basically does not
get a report of what equipment
that the fire department sends
to any particular call,” Lisnet
said. “That is fine as far as the
health and safety folks here are
concerned.”

tant in order to encourage them to
spend more time outside instead
of watching television or playing
on the computer inside.
“A big part about that [effort] is
keeping kids outside and involved
with the outdoors and hopefully
building a stewardship effort for
the future, because it has to be carried on,” Scaccia said.

Petersons said that the Peace
and Justice Center plans to continue to keep the festival going
in years to come as long as they
receive enough support.
“There are so many volunteers
here that make it happen, and
that’s what we need. As long as
there are people who are willing
to do it, we’ll do it,” she said.

A question of consistency
The inconsistency of response is what irks Pratt, though
he believes Webb would not
intentionally place anyone in
harm’s way. That three pieces
of equipment could roll to a
call in Cumberland Hall while
only one could roll to a call in
Patch, buildings located diagonally from each other across
Long Road, doesn’t make sense
to him.
“If it’s Cumberland Hall,
everyone gets up in the middle
of the night,” Pratt said. “But
when we go to either Patch or
Doris Twitchell, the call will go
out per the response plan … but
all you’ll get is the engine.
“I don’t think there’s enough
difference in those two buildings to justify [a reduced response],” he continued.
Webb doesn’t see it that
way.
“On calls to those two buildings, we send the engine,” he
said. “I don’t think anyone’s
getting any more treatment or
any less treatment.”
The University Volunteer
Ambulance Corps responds to
fire alarm activations on campus, and Pratt sees this as an
opportunity to amend the overall response. If paramedics will
be on scene anyway, he says,
why not make the policy to roll
the engine and ladder truck,
leaving the Orono ambulance
behind?
A well-established mutual
aid agreement with Old Town
also makes it easy to call for
backup if it’s needed, though
Old Town’s station is farther
from campus than Orono’s.
“At least if we have the ladder [on scene], someone else
can come behind us and use it,”
Pratt said.
“It seems like the response
should be equivalent.”

University of Maine Briefs

Memorial Service planned for Ali Ozluk
A memorial service for Professor Ali Ozluk will
be held on Maine Day in the FFA room of the Memorial Union at 1:30 p.m.
Ozluk, a mathematics professor at the University of Maine, died on March 1 after collapsing at his Norfolk Street home in Bangor.
A neighbor called the police after noticing Ozluk’s car running for a couple of hours in the
driveway, according to Bangor police Sgt. Paul
Edwards. Ozluk died before officers arrived.

Shave for the Brave on Maine Day
The University of Maine Circle K, a Kiwanisaffiliated college service organization, will host a
St. Baldrick’s head-shaving event on Maine Day
this Wednesday on Maine Day from noon to 4 p.m.
in the Steam Plant parking lot.
Last year, 119 people shaved their heads to
raise a total of $14,363 to benefit life-saving cancer
research. Thus far, Over $4,000 has been raised
this year so far. If you’re interested in becoming a
“shavee” or would like to make a donation, please
contact India Stewart on FirstClass or visit www.
stbaldricks.org/events/UMO.

Correction...
A placeholder caption on a picture of University of Maine President Paul Ferguson was
inadvertently left in the April 19 edition of The Maine Campus on page A1.
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Editorial

For DTAV, Patch,
alarming memo
denies half the hose

F

ire — both humankind’s most beloved discovery and
hottest foe. For it, we have struck flint; by it, we have
bent metals and roasted chicken; and with it, we have
maintained the light and warmth required to survive.
Sparks could really fly for those University of Maine residents living in Edith Patch Hall and Doris Twitchell Allen
Village if darker smoke billows by way of an oven mishap
or a countertop range calamity.
Apparently, the mantra “better safe than sorry” isn’t one
touted by the Orono Fire Department when an alarm activation is patched through from Patch or DTAV. Emphasis on conserving resources trumps the slim possibility of
a UMaine inferno smoking a handful of upper-hill campus
dwellers.
The current fire policy dictates that when a UMaine dormitory alarm goes off, the Orono Fire Department is to send
the engine, one of the town’s two ambulances and the ladder
truck to the scene.
But a department memo sent out in December 2010 rejects the latter two options in the case of Patch and DTAV,
requiring instead that only the engine be dispatched initially.
Of course, a large percentage of the alarms sounding
from the Patch and DTAV complexes are made on behalf of
nonthreatening, minor infractions — burnt popcorn, overcooked cookies — but all it takes is one roiling, scorching
exception before the memo plan dissipates to ash.
If the policy demands a full crew must respond to an
alarm incident on campus, then the entire team available
should counter the call, period — even if the signal originates from a kitchenette of DTAV or Patch.
It isn’t the fire department’s job to decide whether one
incident is more dangerous than another — whenever an
alarm goes off, it should be treated as though legitimate
danger is imminent and requires all resources at hand.
Following a memo written for the sake of convenience
instead of heeding the original call of duty — no matter the
location — is a vicious gamble.
One true instance of combustion could claim numerous
young lives, and if the OFD arrives half-cocked when a full
crew could have been there at the onset, the aftermath is
sure to be heavy with the soot of guilt.
Fire can be tricky — it can imply more than is actually
there, it can be beautiful, and it can yield many edible delights. But when it is uncontrolled, fire can leave things in
complete ruination.
So don’t play with fire, OFD, because one of these days
you, along with the people you have sworn to protect, will
get burned.
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Readers speak: Outstanding web commentary
Discussion needed to heal from
loss
We cannot be shy about mental illness as well.
Talk to a counselor and/or your doctor. There is help out there, and there
are alternatives to suicide.
People also need to know the signs
of suicide and shouldn’t be shy about
approaching someone who they think
may need help. It could save a life,
though sometimes those signs are not
visible.
I lost a parent to suicide just last
year.
Thank you for this article.

Perfect liberty a myth, government interference should be first
thing to go
Of course there is no such thing, my
friend.
We cannot have a world of perfect
liberty without striving for it. I think
the author has laid out some strong
points for our consideration.
The primary obstacle to liberty is
the interference of the government,
and so it follows that if we can eradicate the government, we shall have
this world of perfect liberty which you
seem to believe cannot exist.
Good day, sir.

gonesailing
Responding to “Editorial: After
tragedy, suicide prevention key consideration,” April 19, 2012

Jon Swift
Responding to “Op-ed: Forsaking
taxes means liberty, weaponry for all,”
April 19, 2012

Statistically adherent or not, one
suicide always too many
One would think the suicide rate
would be lower for college students,
seeing how the most at-risk kids do
not attend college nearly as often as
the kids from more functional homes.
I don’t think college has any preventative factors.
The only contributing factor I can
see is they are pooling kids from a different background together.
I would bet upper-middle-class kids
go to college at a rate 10 times more
than what kids who grow up in foster
homes do.
One suicide is too many.

Libertarian-types should match
their ideals with their dollars
By your logic, Liberia must be the
most wonderful place in the world to
live.
There are no taxes, lots of weapons
and drugs, and not much of a government to get in your way with all that
education and law-enforcement nonsense.
All you Libertarian-types should
put your money where your mouth is
and move there.
Although, there is a strong racist
overtone to that whole movement, so
that may create some obstacle.
And good day to you.

Bob
Responding to “Parents of late
UMaine student TJ Dodge still seek
closure,” April 19, 2012

Wes Pelletier
Responding to “Op-ed: Forsaking
taxes means liberty, weaponry for all,”
April 19, 2012

Saviello shouldn’t have a say in regard to Casella
Dr. Tom Saviello shouldn’t be commenting on the operation of Casella Waste.
As chair of the [Joint Standing Committee on Environment and Natural Resources], he has an obligation to listen to all
parties. Sen. Saviello has no clue how badly
this company operates.
As a former member of the Natural Resource Committee, I know too well the relationship with Casella lobbyist John [Delahanty] and the chair of Natural Resources.
Joanne Twomey
Responding to “Government Oversight
Committee delays decision on legislators’
letter about Casella, Juniper Ridge,” April
19, 2012
Tuition rise pinches pockets, leads potential residents off-campus for cheaper
quarters
Tuition may not be going up but the
economy is slow right now and it puts a
pinch on many people’s pockets.
People don’t want to live on campus because it costs too much. We spend way too
much on meal plans to be constantly eating
non-fresh, freezer food in the dining halls.
As for the dorms, the heat never works —
you’re either roasting or freezing.
The bathrooms are always dirty from
kids who have no respect of their surrounding peers who have to share these facilities
with them, and technology is not being upgraded.
It’s hard to do class projects or online
tests when the school’s server boots you off
every half hour.
Outinthestxcollegeboy
Responding to “UMaine revamps oncampus housing in response to declining
enrollment,” April 19, 2012

Want your opinion heard? Want to get paid for it?

The Maine Campus is hiring political and
regular columnists for the upcoming
Fall 2012 semester!
If interested, please send résumé, cover letter and three writing samples to Jesse Scardina,
Madelyn Kearns and Kristina J. King on FirstClass.
The attitudes and views expressed in the opinion section are those of their authors only and do
not necessarily represent the views of The Maine Campus or its staff.
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Political columnist: Death, taxes
and the math behind class warfare
Rightward sources still
insist lower-class citizens
are the ones who should
be paying more in taxes
to keep the country afloat.
These are the people who
they want to pay more while
the rich are “coddled.”

NOeL MADORe

Mitt Romney pays a much lower tax rate than people
who earn about as much as he does in one hour, without
even having a job.
Fox News and its pundits have recently cried “class warfare” in response to calls addressing the historically low tax
rate for the uber rich as a means to fix the country’s growing debt and deficit, despite the fact that the tax system is
skewing income distribution upward.
One of the richest men in the country, Warren Buffett,
has very publicly created the “Buffett rule” to help out the
little guys and gals.
In an August 2011 op-ed in The New York Times, Buffett wrote that he thinks it’s unfair for his secretary to be
taxed at a much higher rate than himself because “while
most Americans struggle to make ends meet, we mega-rich
continue to get our extraordinary tax breaks ... my friends
have been coddled enough.” Thus, he is demanding the
return of the tax rate system that was in place during the
1990s and an end to tax loopholes that allow corporations
to avoid paying taxes.
As President Barack Obama has repeatedly said, “It’s
not class warfare — it’s math.”
Many conservatives have called for the poorer half of
citizens to be squeezed even more, instead of addressing
our economic dire, which caused the World Economic Forum to rank the United States as 45th in the world when it
comes to income equality.
Yet rightward sources still insist lower-class citizens are
the ones who should be paying more in taxes to keep the
country afloat. These are the people who they want to pay
more while the rich are “coddled.”
According to a conservative estimate made by the 2010
census, 46 million Americans live in poverty. The declining
prosperity of the poorest citizens seems even more deso-

late, given that 45 percent of citizens in the richest country
in the world don’t have economic security.
This means nearly half of our citizens live practically,
day-to-day, with the whole of their income going to pay for
the necessities — food, transportation, housing and medical care — and are unable to save for the future, including
for unexpected emergencies, like when a family member
gets sick or another loses their job.
The tax system has seemingly been engineered to allow
the rich to accumulate more wealth at the expense of the 99
percent. The working man doesn’t have the ability to hire
lobbyists or accountants to find ways around paying taxes;
his work with sympathetic legislators to decrease their minor tax burden instead.
The tax rate for the rich is the lowest it has been since
1950, which has contributed greatly to our country’s deficit. According to Business Insider, under President Dwight
Eisenhower in the 1950s, the top-bracket rate was a staggering 90 percent and we had a period of strong growth.
Growth increased after President Bill Clinton raised
taxes in 1993 and declined after the Bush tax cuts of 2001
and 2003. When Bush and many Republicans talked about
tax relief for American citizens, their policy was to give tax
breaks to the top 1 percent.
It’s no wonder the United States is in debt after entering
two wars without raising revenue to pay for them.
“You have to acknowledge that part of our deficit problem
was the huge Bush tax cuts in the early part of the decade,”
Sen. Bill Nelson of Florida said on CBS’ Face the Nation.
“What was handed off to the new administration of over
a trillion dollars of annual deficit, that accounted for almost
half of it,” he said. “If you’re going to be real about the
numbers, you’re going to have to address these kinds of
things.”
In a recent debate, the Bangor Daily News reported that
Maine state Sen. Jonathan Courtney, R-Springvale, said
Democrats are playing “class warfare” with the Republicans’ recent bill to give further tax breaks to the top rates,
while imposing a TABOR-like vice that has been voted
down twice in a popular vote.
Decide for yourself if talking math is class warfare.
Noel Madore is a third-year public management student. He
is a member of the College Democrats. His columns appeared
on Mondays.

The truth toggle: Video games don’t drive
players to rampage or harm, exist to entertain
CHRIS CHASe

I make no apologies about it — I’m a gamer. As in, some- kids is the industry’s fault.
one who spends a great portion of their time playing and/or
If the kid asked for a random magazine you’d never heard
swearing at various video games in multiple mediums.
of titled “Hot Models Monthly,” would you blindly buy it or
And as a gamer, there’s one news story I see often that maybe at least take a glance at the content?
never seems to want to die.
For any potential or current parents out there who know
I’m talking about the classic, “Did Video Games Breed nothing about video games, here’s a bit of a hint: There
a Killer?!” news story. They’ve been kicked around popu- are ratings on video games, from E for everyone to AO for
lar media outlets constantly, and just recently CNN ran an adults only. They all have age recommendations. Those are
opinion piece on Anders Behring Breivik, titled “Does the not there for fun.
Internet breed killers?”
If you see a game and the box art depicts an angry man
If you don’t remember Breivik, he is the maniac who holding a weapon and a large array of dead things surroundmassacred children on a rampage last summer in Norway. ing him, chances are your impressionable child shouldn’t
The game he played? “World of Warcraft.”
be playing it.
I could understand if people linked “Call of Duty” or anThe label of “gamer” is starting to have its outlines
other first-person shooter game to his killings — one that blurred anyway. When you see a high-powered businessfeatures guns.
man swearing at “Angry Birds” on his iPhone next to an
But WoW? It’s a colorful adventure through a massive 8-year-old swearing at “Pokémon” on his Nintendo DS, you
world with a bunch of
have to wonder why
other people. You kill
one is justifiable and
I feel like it is only a matter of time until
a variety of things in
one is childish. Facethere is a legislative effort against video
it, sure, but most of
book has brought a
them aren’t real. And
whole cadre of video
games similar to the past efforts against
by “real,” I mean on
games to the masses,
heavy metal, a la Tipper Gore.
the golem/goblin level
as anyone who has
of not real.
been spammed by
As a reformed WoW addict, I can assure that the worst Farmville posts can sympathize with.
thing to ever happen as a result of playing the game is a loss
Perhaps one day, when everyone in the world has had
of a social life and occasionally forgetting to eat.
access to some form of video game or another and the ediWhy does this keep happening? It’s not as though video tors of newspapers have actually played a few themselves,
games are still a small niche market. Gaming used to be the maybe this silly story about the Internet breeding killers will
exclusive property of nerds and neckbeards who “lived in finally die off.
their mother’s basement,” but when grandmas are buying
Until that day, all gamers will just have to put up with the
over 70 million copies of “Wii Sports,” that image is hard inevitable onslaught of accusations every time a man playto maintain.
ing “Plants vs. Zombies” goes on a rampage.
So what’s the deal? I feel like it is only a matter of time
In the meantime, I’ll continue to play my video games.
until there is a legislative effort against video games similar And all the while I will purposefully continue to not go on
to the past efforts against heavy metal, a la Tipper Gore.
a rampage.
I can hear the outcry already: “Look at how violent this
video game is, I found my 7-year-old son playing this, how
could you let this happen?” As if a parent’s own failure to
Chris Chase is a fourth-year English and journalism studo any research at all and hand a mature-rated game to their dent. He is the state editor for The Maine Campus.
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Columnist: Emerging
technology looks into
emotions, through clothing
ERIN
MCCANN

A few years ago, when my grandmother lived with my family, my
mother would often set her up on
Skype to talk to her grandchildren.
I’ve never seen her beautiful eyes
get so big.
“Erin, I see you on the screen!”
she’d exclaim with unfeigned excitement, as if she had just witnessed Jesus turn water into wine.
“Can you see me? Can you see me
waving at you?”
I’d laugh. “I see you Grammy;
you’re looking lovely today!”
Born in 1920, my grandmother
witnessed endless technological advancements that continued to astound
her in myriad ways.
Even at my age, I find myself recalling past technologies I grew up
with, assuming her similar state of
awe in regard to where our world is
today.
I already live with the fact that
I will be explaining VHS tapes and
Walkmans to my children, which
will surely elicit an expression of
bewilderment in conjunction with
the “Woah, you’re old” look I used
to give my grandmother when I was
a child.
“You mean, you didn’t play Oregon Trail, Grammy?”
I never had the heart to tell her
that her character usually came down
with cholera on the grueling westward journeys anyway.
Oregon Trail, meet smartphones
that can see through walls. Meet automobiles whose customized safety
electronic systems respond according to your mood.
The time for hunting buffalo —
only to settle for the squirrels sporadically jolting across the screen
— has long since passed.
As reported by RedOrbit, scientists
and engineers from the University of
Texas at Dallas have developed new
smartphone technology, allowing
users to literally see through walls
— an advancement they expect to be
available for the consumer over the
next three to four years.
How exactly does this Clark Kent
technology work, one may ask?
Well, envision the electromagnetic spectrum — from radio waves,
with the lowest frequency, all the
way to gamma rays, with the highest frequency. Nestled in between
microwaves and infrared rays is a
part of the spectrum called the terahertz band, and researchers have
developed a way to transform the
electromagnetic waves emitted from
this band into actual images. No LSD
needed.
The result? Smartphones with an
X-ray-like vision. Brick, concrete,
clothing, wood, paper and, yes, even
those fluffy-white formations of water droplets floating above one’s head
are among some of the materials the
technology would see through.
Dr. Kenneth O, one of the researchers from the University of
Texas at Dallas, told RedOrbit: “By
far, the medical imaging for

cancerous cells will be the most
important application.”
One of its many benefits is that
terahertz radiation results in significantly less damage to cell DNA and
tissues in comparison to X-ray radiation, which is used universally for
medical imaging.
Of course, with any new technology, there is a risk of its abuse.
Seeing through clothes? Cancer
cells won’t be the only thing getting
a thorough examination — not to
mention the numerous other privacy
concerns that may arise. Although,
Dr. O and his colleagues have said
their aim is to allow the technology
only to work at a distance no greater
than 4 inches.
Regardless, my personal space
bubble just inflated itself.
Also launching technology into

I’m OK with that, as I need
sufficient time to digest the
fact that my Prius may one
day have more insight into
my emotions than I do.

a new age, Toyota Motor Corporation is in the process of developing
cutting-edge safety advancements
for their cars in the form of a camera that interprets readings from 238
points on a driver’s face to determine
their mood.
Research done by the Japanese
automaker found that angry or sad
drivers are more likely to be distracted while driving, resulting in slower
response times to external factors
such as crossing pedestrians or a sudden change of lanes by a neighboring
car.
Toyota’s system would issue an
alert to the driver more rapidly if
their expression was identified as angry or sad than it would if their expression was identified as neutral.
This technology may be available to the consumer in as little as
six years.
I’m OK with that, as I need sufficient time to digest the fact that my
Prius may one day have more insight
into my emotions than I do.
It proves horrifying and diametrically extraordinary to contemplate
what the technological state of the
world will be when I have grandchildren.
Although rapidly advancing technology is not devoid of shortcomings
and does indeed necessitate an examination of its ethical implications, the
modern Luddites who habitually decry the nature of such advancements
neglect the remarkable improvements
these technologies offer the fields of
health and human safety.
Unequivocally, it proves a tragedy
that humans will never cease to find
unique and innovative ways to abuse
and destroy — and, yes, technology
can certainly be the vector. But too
often our ability and drive to improve
aspects of human life are minimized
or overlooked, and that, too, is a tragedy symmetrically unfortunate.
Erin McCann is a fourth-year biology student. Her columns appeared
every Monday.
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Groups from
all over head to
All Points North
Over 30 acts played at two-day festival
By Kayla Riley
Copy Editor

When local bands, DJs and
reggae, jazz, and rock musicians
alike converge to draw crowds to
a corner of town for a two-night
music festival, all signs point
north.
Kingman’s, an Old Town
bar, welcomed a total of 33 DJs,
jam bands, dubstep artists and
more to help kick off the first
All Points North festival, held on
both Thursday and Friday night
last week from 7 p.m. to 2 a.m.
This was the first in what
Kingman’s owner Tim Taylor
believes will be a long tradition
of the festival, which he created to fill the void The Dime
left when it closed in early 2011,
effectively ending the run of
Dimestock.
“Everybody that came out
loved it,” Taylor said. “The music was fantastic, all the bands
were really great and they put on

a good time.”
DJ Lavish and Old Townbased bluegrass band Raw
Chicken kicked off the lineup on
Thursday, followed by acts such
as local DJ duo Digital Bonesaw Society, DJ Pandemic and
UMaine student-run band The
Poor Folk.
The Mallett Brothers, whose
style is described as “northwoods
country rock and roll” and who
have made their mark on the
New England music scene and
beyond, played late into the night
until electronica group Bootiddy
took over.
Mary Plaisted, a fourth-year
sustainable agriculture student,
loved the music festival and appreciated its variety.
“Having the [three] stages
gave me the option of jam bands
or heavier dance music,” she
said. “All the bands were really
chill and great to hang out with

Kayla Riley •
Copy Editor
The All Points
North Festival brought
over 30 acts,
both local and
national, to
Kingman’s in
Old Town this
weekend.

See Festival on B3

Maine Live Music Summer Preview
Arootsakoostik – July 7 in New Sweden
Northern Aroostook County will likely be far out of the way for most University of Maine students this summer, but with past performers like The Lucid, Milkman’s Union and Lady Lamb the
Beekeeper, Arootsakoostik could be the destination of a fun weekend road trip. Neither ticket
prices nor the lineup have been announced, so like the festival’s Facebook page for updates.

N

By Derrick
Rossignol
Style Editor

Waterfront Concerts in Bangor
It seems there will be few nights this summer when the
Waterfront stage is empty. Aside from KahBang, tickets
are currently on sale for performances by the Barenaked
Ladies, Blues Traveler, the Beach Boys, Zac Brown Band,
Rascal Flatts, Styx, REO Speedwagon, Def Leppard, Ted
Nugent and many others. Tickets for these and other
acts are available on the Waterfront Concerts website.

E
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S

The Way Life Should Be – June 3 to 5 in Brooks
This unique festival will have both music and camping, so bring a tent and
get ready to see some of Maine’s finest, including The Running Gags, Gorilla
Finger Dub Band and The Cyborg Trio. Only 2,500 tickets are being sold and
they’re currently selling for $35 on their website, but will get more expensive as they run out, so act quickly to secure a great time at a great price.

Free Range Music Fest – April 28 in Belfast
Just $18 (or $12 for kids) will get you an all-day pass to the Free Range Music
Fest, with stages on eight different venues around town. Over 30 bands will
perform, including Great Western Plain, When Particles Collide and The Rugged. Passes can be purchased at freerangefest.com, where you can also download a free 19-track sampler featuring songs from the festival’s best bands.

KahBang Music & Art Festival – August 9 to 12 in Bangor
Since its first year in 2009, KahBang has established itself as the
premier music event in Bangor and one of the rising festivals in New
England. The lineup and ticket prices have yet to be revealed, but the
past performers inspire confidence in the potential of this year’s acts:
My Morning Jacket, Lupe Fiasco, OK Go, Grace Potter & The Nocturnals,
BoB and Matt & Kim. Like KahBang on Facebook for the latest updates.

American Folk Festival – August 24 to 26 in Bangor
This big annual event is far more than just a music festival. Aside
from bands that have not yet been announced, the three-day event
will also feature demonstrations and exhibits of traditional crafts,
regional food and treats, and a children’s area to keep the kids and
the whole family busy. The suggested donation per day is $10.
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CD REvIEw:

FILM REvIEw:
‘The Lucky One’

The Running Gags, ‘Yeah, No’

Plot sometimes thin, but grown-up Efron thrills as lead Maine rockers unify variety of influences on cohesive disc
By Hillary Nason

For The Maine Campus

Lionsgate
wanted ad for the kennel, and
before he knows it, he is employed by the woman he has
By now, renowned romance wondered about for months.
novelist Nicholas Sparks Beth’s recent divorce and trust
has played out just about ev- issues hold her back from imery plotline imaginable to fit mediately warming up to the
within the vanilla, boy-meets- handsome, unassuming Logirl confines of what he does gan, but, with a little push
best.
from Ellie, Beth begins to fall
Seven of these crowd-pleas- for Logan under the Louisiing
stories
ana stars in a
have
made
match made
At times, “The Lucky in Hollywood
their
ways
to the big
heaven.
One” seems to rush
screen,
and
All would
“The Lucky forward at breakneck be well if it
One” is the
were not for
speed in a sloppy
latest to join
Keith Clayton,
attempt to explain its played by Jay
the ranks.
Zac Efron
Ferguson, the
plot points, but for
is the swoonlocal sheriff
the
most
part,
it
worthy Logan
and emotionpaints a pleasing
Thibault,
a
ally abusive
Marine serex-husband
picture that any
geant
who
of Beth. Keith
diehard romantic
has recently
throws
his
returned from
weight around
can appreciate,
his third tour
in typical baddespite its
in an active
guy fashion,
predictability
war
zone
making empty
in Iraq. He
threats about
travels with
taking
full
a backpack, a loyal German custody of their son and jealShepherd and a tattered pic- ously stalking Logan when he
ture of a beautiful woman who and Beth become more than
is a stranger to him. He dis- friends.
covered the photo while overThe truth about the photo
seas and has held on to it ever soon comes out and Keith’s
since, though he has no idea reaction tests the strength of
who she is.
the relationship between LoLogan wanders all the gan, Beth and Ben. A whirlway from his home state of wind courtship leads to a launColorado to the small town dry list of complications, and
of Hamden, Louisiana, where Beth must decide if Logan is
he meets the unknown wom- worth the fight.
an in the photo. Her name is
Efron has come a long way
Beth Green, played by Taylor from the linoleum hallways of
Schilling, and she runs a dog “High School Musical,” but
kennel adjacent to the farm- his efforts to step out of the
house where she lives with her role he has been pigeonholed
grandmother Ellie, played by into are not wholly unsuccessBlythe Danner, and her young ful.
son Ben, played by Riley
He plays the gentle, broodThomas Stewart.
ing Logan expertly but shows
Logan answers a help- little more dimension than the

By Kayla Riley
Copy Editor

wooden sign that advertises
the dog kennel. He is shy in
the shoes of a sexy, mysterious Marine and seems hesitant
to play a leading man who has
gone through more than just
the stress of a high school
chemistry test.
Schilling’s character soon
transforms from a moody,
doe-eyed single mom into a
strong woman who learns to
love again with the help of
Logan’s good intentions. She
is certainly no femme fatale
nor a star on the rise, but she
works well with Efron as one
half of an unlikely romantic
duo. She spends most of the
film either scrutinizing Efron
or giving him puppy eyes, so
one can hope she’ll step it up
in future acting ventures.
Danner’s talents are underused here as the kindly grandmother who offers occasional
comedic relief and words of
wisdom as needed. Stewart is
an adorable, wise-beyond-hisyears young boy who adds just
the right dose of sentiment to
a film already saturated with
sweetness.
At times, “The Lucky One”
seems to rush forward at breakneck speed in a sloppy attempt
to explain its plot points, but
for the most part, it paints a
pleasing picture that any diehard romantic can appreciate,
despite its predictability.
“The Lucky One” is exactly what audiences can expect
from Sparks and the gang: It’s
nice to look at, pulls at every
available heartstring and ensures that once the lights go
up in the theater, every female
will be looking at her significant other with a judgmental,
dissatisfied eye.

Grade: B

Need extra
motivation
for finals?
Purchase an
exclusive
poster
featuring

Stephen
King
brought to you by
The Maine Campus
and
the Stillwater Poster
Company

$10

www.studydammit.com

The Running Gags is what
happens when music is not
placed into just one genre.
The band embraces “no
rules” punk, hard rock, poppunk, reggae and ska. However, the music of this quintuplet can be easily related to
as energetic alternative rock,
strongly influenced by the
Red Hot Chili Peppers.
The lyrics appeal to the
underpaid, overworked and
unappreciated youth. This album isn’t easily identifiable at
first listen. The tracks are so
infectious that by the fifth listen, you’ll be mimicking each
verse like a 5-year-old listening to Barney. If you don’t
fancy a song, skip ahead and
you’ll more than likely find
something you love.
Their charm lies in cliche
verses fueled by raw, positive
energy. These lyrics deliver
the sweets without the sugarcoated faux-reality ever present in the airwaves of today’s
modern pop.
The album progresses in an
’80s guitar style with the title
track signaling that a “tea party in a glass box isn’t exactly
what [they have] in mind.”
They begin with the typical
love-gone-bad theme song
prevalent in any alternative
flick, but without the funky
kick.
The prog-rock tunes “Wait
Now, Don’t Wait” and “Let
Me See” trickle in like the end
of the weekend blues.
The lyrics in “Let Me See”
are the most optimistically
creative on the album: “Let
me see dreams remembered
if ever I only change sides/A

The Running Gags
call to my evil nature, nurture
a furious curiosity/Oh, please,
let me see.”
With the killer reggae
tune “Just a Tree,” the album
switches to another side of the
genre Rubik’s Cube. A generously chill alto sax solo picks
up in the middle and ends in
a drone.
“Old Dog” and “Mr. Invincible” treat the angst of
the mid-life crisis victim with
power-pop-punk riffs and aggressive jazz influence.
The creative lyrical explosion of all-too-relatable life
remains prevalent throughout
the songs.
“Though your head is hot,
we’re living in a freezer/Drunk
or not, you’re never gonna be
a geezer, so why even try,”
they sing in “Mr. Invincible,”
a dose of reality for a lost man

stuck in his rebellious days of
youth.
“Ms. Direction” slides in
with a quiet jazz pick-up and
hush vocals that “won’t fool
[you] just because you need
affection.”
Every album needs a sweet
guitar solo and “Just a Rush”
fulfills that need.
Overall, the album is a corn
maze that will intrigue enough
music lovers to attend their
CD release party on June 1
at Bull Feeney’s in Portland,
which will mark their 45th gig
there. The album hits stores
tomorrow, so head to your local record shop and support
local music.

Grade: B

past few months in Portland.
Jasha Tull, better known to
those on the DJ scene as Space
Jesus, hails from Philadelphia
and made his way to Kingman’s
on Friday night to share his spinning expertise. As he performed,
several people began to rhythmically spin poi on the dance floor,
while another showed off her
hula hooping skills.
The Hornitz from Boston
were one of a few acts to end the
night. They made an impression
with their funky jazz numbers
featuring lively bass trombone
and tenor saxophone stylings.
They stood out from jazz-rock
bands before them with the ad-

hop, jazz and reggae to form a
unique sound.
from B1
The official ticket sales count
was not in by press time, but
after their show.”
Taylor estimated sales at around
Friday night welcomed such
400. This number was lower than
talents as Maine’s own Dubstank
he had hoped, but he has learned
Digital and UMaine favorite
from this first run and looks forFrank and the Redhots. Early in
ward to another successful festithe night the crowd was sparse,
val next year.
but as the bands played on and
“I’m going to start promotion
the DJs dropped beats, the downon it earlier,” he said. “It defistairs — known as the Jam Stage
nitely would have been nicer to
— and the upstairs — known as
have some more people out for
the Maine Stage or Rage Stage
it. A lot of people missed out on
— dance floors began to fill with
some great music.”
people eager to appreciate local
The Running Gags, an altermusic as well as some out-ofnative rock band from Windham,
town acts.
capped off Friday’s entertainThe second
ment, a perfect
floor
shared
lead-in to their
space with alyet-to-be reThe Orono-Old Town area has no shortage of
ternating DJs
leased album
and
bands local musical talent, and the crowds at Kingman’s “Yeah, no.”
throughout the
The Oronoon Thursday and Friday were proof of its
night, as DJs
Old Town area
relevance. All they need is a venue to showcase
tended to take
has no shortage
to the Rage
of local musitheir talents, and Taylor gave them just that
Stage, to the
cal talent, and
right of the
the crowds at
Maine Stage.
Kingman’s on
As the festival wore on, Ban- dition of a human beatbox and Thursday and Friday were proof
gor-area band Restless Groove well-manned keyboard to their of its relevance. All they need is
took over the Jam Stage. About a repertoire.
a venue to showcase their talents,
week earlier they celebrated the
Roots, Rhythm and Dub was and Taylor gave them just that.
release of their new self-titled one of the standouts Friday eve“I would definitely do the
EP at Kingman’s and have been ning, a fusion-reggae band from bands similar to the way I did
keeping busy as they return to Portsmouth, N.H., that combined it this time. The three stages
the local scene after spending the rock, blues, classical, folk, hip worked out pretty well,” he said.

Festival

Now Hiring for the 2012 Season
The Acadia Corporation and the Jordan Pond House Restaurant are
currently accepting applications for full season

Dining Room Staff
Kitchen Staff
Retail Shop Clerks

in beautiful Acadia National Park and Bar Harbor, Maine
Must be available through mid October

We will happily train qualified
candidates!
Please submit an application online at www.coolworks.com/acadia
or contact Leisa at
207-276-3610 ex 18
or acadiajobs@acadia.net for more information

Housing is available
EOE
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go!
Monday, Apr. 23
Exibit: ‘Vanished Into
Stitches’
UMMA
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Lidral Duo
Union Central
4:15 p.m.
Jack Hanna’s Into the
Wild Live
Collns Center for the Arts
7 p.m.
$38
Trivia Night
Woodman’s Bar and Grill
9 p.m.
21+
Tuesday, Apr. 24
Exibit: ‘Vanished Into
Stitches’
UMMA
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Wednesday, Apr. 25
Exibit: ‘Vanished Into
Stitches’
UMMA
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Maine Day Battle of the
Bands
Steam Plant Parking Lot
1 p.m.
Karaoke Night
Woodman’s Bar and Grill
10 p.m.
21+

A more comprehensive list
of postings is available at
mainecampus.com/calendar.
To submit your event, invite
calendar@mainecampus.com
via iCal or Google Calendar.
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Prisoner-penned play soon at Pavilion
Cluchey’s ‘The Cage,’ a drama about struggles of dominance in jailed life, opens this weekend
By Clint Snyder

For The Maine Campus
American playwright Rick
Cluchey’s dark drama “The
Cage” opens this Friday at the
Cyrus Pavilion Theatre. The
play centers around the lives of
prisoners as they struggle for
dominance over one another.
The play has only ever been
produced through the San
Quentin Drama Workshop,
but the playwright has given
permission for the play to be
produced by graduate student
Gavin Pickering.
The show brings an avantgarde approach to the staging.
The back of the theater space
is opened up and the audience
is placed on the ground level.
This makes the space much
more intimate and brings the
action closer to the audience.
There are also security monitors in place to make the audience more involved in the action.

Pickering describes the of dealing with their imprisonThe play was written so an
space as being “as confining ment. The play questions the audience member can look
as possible.” He says it por- effectiveness of the modern past prejudices against prisontrays “how interactions are penal system and the psycho- ers and be forced to view them
forced upon each other just logical consequences of prison as they are — regular human
because they’re so close to one conditions.
beings.
another.
The director said his strong
The play was written in the
“The play is
’60s
and
perfect for colwas
perlege students beformed to
cause it is about
sold out au“The play is perfect for college students
rebellion against
diences on
authority,”
he
because it is about rebellion against authority.” Broadway.
said.
Pickering
He went on to
said
the
Gavin Pickering
explain that each
playwright
Director is a former
of the actors has
Graduate
student p r i s o n e r
brought
their
own
expertise
himself
to the producand brings
tion and that the
a
gritty
process has been
“realism”
very collaborative. Two of the interest in these psychological to the dialogue. The play conactors are in the intermedia effects and drama therapy are tains strong language, violence
department and some of their what spurred him to choose and sexual content and is for
artwork may be incorporated this piece.
mature audiences only.
into the play.
“This play can make a perWhile this is Cluchey’s only
Pickering explained that son think about the human major work, he has had seveach inmate has different ways condition,” Pickering said.
eral other plays workshopped

through the San Quentin Drama Project. The play was also
adapted into the film “Weeds,”
starring Nick Nolte.
“I don’t think there is currently enough theater that
challenges that status quo and
pushes us outside our comfort
zones,” Pickering said. “This
show definitely does just that.
I don’t like plays where people
leave feeling full of love and
happiness as much as plays
that make the audience leave in
silence, really thinking about
what they just experienced. I
hope for that to happen after
people see this show.”
While the original production was performed inside a
prison, the Pavilion — which
has been given exclusive rights
for the performance — has
been transformed into a similar
setting for the performance.
The show runs April 27 and
28 at 7:30 p.m. and April 29 at
1 p.m. Admission is free, but
donations are accepted.

Greatest era for music fans happening now
Resources for music discovery make modern day best time for listeners to develop unique tastes
Column
How can anyone argue the
’60s and ’70s weren’t the best
eras for music?
Jimi Hendrix was redefining how every guitarist after
him approached
the
instrument,
B l a c k
Sabbath
was
inventing
h e a v y
metal and
a
cerHow I Hear It
tain four
By Derrick
blokes
Rossignol
from England were
getting pretty popular as well.
Obviously, the music died
out and today’s soundscape
can’t hope to compete with
that of past years.
That’s the basis of many of
our parents’ arguments when
we dismiss their favorite tunes
as being for old people. The
truth is that music today is better than it has ever been.
People often say they
wished they could have grown
up in another decade to have
experienced when Bob Dylan
was a young songwriter with a
nasally voice who liked poli-

tics or when the world was
shocked by Madonna’s pointy
bra. But why would anybody
want that?
Here’s the thing about being alive today — we have
both today’s music and the
stuff that shaped it at our disposal at just about any given
time. There has never been a
better time to be a music fan
than the very second you’re
reading this.
The prime decades from
long ago are gone, but thanks
to the Internet and other technology, we can listen to just
about every important piece
of music that has ever come
out, from Bach to the Beastie
Boys.
Without the Internet, you
wouldn’t have the same music taste you do now. That
may seem obvious, so rather, I
should say you wouldn’t have
been able to independently
form your current opinion on
what you like.
Correct me if I’m wrong,
but in the ’30s and ’40s, when
vinyl records first achieved
commercial success, people
used to find out about music
via the radio, informed by that
or word of mouth on what the
best thing was to spend their
disposable income on.
Some might call them
sheep, but there was no other

option. The only way to hear of bandwidth on Napster and resources go to waste, as they
an obscure or un-talked-about LimeWire, downloading what- often do. Poppy dance music is
release was to actually buy it, ever I wanted all the time. absolutely fine — I will admit
which wasn’t financially prac- This practice is unacceptable Katy Perry is a guilty pleasure
tical then.
by legal standards, but it al- of mine — but it’s close-mindThe ’80s had MTV to get lowed me to listen to bands ed when people don’t have
the word out about bands, but I wouldn’t have been able to interest in listening to and exagain came the problem that otherwise.
ploring other types of music.
certain types of bands were
I won’t lie and say I’ve
When all your finals are
underrepresented because re- completely abandoned ille- finished and you finally have
cord label executives deemed gally downloading music, but some free time on your hands,
them unmarketable.
I do buy CDs because I like challenge yourself; listen to
With the Internet, music to support my favorite artists. an album you wouldn’t have
fans have more listening op- With Spotify and other stream- given a second thought othtions
than
erwise.
If
ever. If you
you’ve never
don’t
like
actually liswhatever the
tened to an
current
big
entire record
Here’s the thing about being alive today
thing is, there
front-to-back,
are plenty of
do that.
— we have both today’s music and the
resources for
A lot of my
stuff that shaped it at our disposal at just
you. There are
music discovabout any given time. There has never
news sites for
eries in the
fans to hear
past two years
been a better time to be a music fan than
about what’s
were because
the very second you’re reading this
going on in a
I had to find
niche genre
a CD to reand
online
view for The
communities
Maine Camwhere they can
pus and there
congregate
wasn’t anyand discuss which guitar lick ing services, it’s not even nec- thing new by anybody I had
is the best and other intrica- essary to pirate anymore. Sit heard of. College is a time for
cies that their real-life friends through an ad here and there trying new things, so if you’re
wouldn’t tolerate listening to and you can listen to almost hesitant to take a big leap like
for more than a minute.
anything you want.
getting a tattoo or studying
As a young music listener,
We are in the midst of a abroad, finding new music is a
I turned to the “dark side” of golden age of music discovery small step that can stick with
online music and spent a lot and it is a shame to see these you for a long time.
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toothpaste for dinner

Crossword Puzzle

By Ryan North

dinosaur Comics

www.qwantz.com

43- Clean air org.;
44- Light up;
45- Carry on;
46- Domingo, for
one;
48- Sprechen ___
Deutsch?;
49- Bold;
50- Comparative
suffix;
52- Mouth, slangily;
53- Burn without
flame;
57- Fate;
61- Of moderate
temperature;
62- Rum cakes;
64- Nice notion;
65- Ballerina Pavlova;
66- Bring together;
67- Meat dish;
68- Hammer end;
69- Locations;
70- British nobleman;
Down
1- Singer Vikki;

Word Search
Word search courtesy of word-game-world.com

ANTS
AUGUST
BARBECUE
BASEBALL
BEACH
BEES
BICYCLE
BLUE SKY
BOATING
BREEZE
CAMPING
FISHING
FLIES
FLOWERS
GARDENING
GOLF
GREEN GRASS
HAT
HIKING
HOLIDAYS
HOT
ICE CREAM

Across
1- Group of tents;
5- Assert as a fact;
10- Chapter of the
Koran;
14- Et ___;
15- Artery that feeds
the trunk;
16- Chicago paper,
for short;
17- Hazard;
18- Grain to be
ground;
19- Pulitzer-winning
biographer Leon;
20- Unemployed
person?;
22- By and large;
24- Express;
25- Coffee container;
26- Molars, e.g.;
29- Tee follower;
32- Intimidate;
36- Edison’s middle
name;
37- House in D.C.;
39- Anaconda;
40- At the same
time;

JULY
JUNE
MOSQUITOES
NO SCHOOL
PICNIC
ROLLER BLADES
SANDALS
SKATEBOARD
SOCCER
SOLSTICE
SPRINKLERS
SUNBURN
SUNGLASSES
SUNSCREEN
SUNSHINE
SUNTAN
SWEAT
SWIMMING
U V RAYS
WASPS
WATER FIGHTS
WATERMELON

Find and circle all of the words that are hidden in the grid.
The remaining letters spell a hidden message.

• • • • Horoscopes • • • •

Summmmer tiiimme

answer key in sports

http://www.toothpastefordinner.com

Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

By Drew

2- That’s ___!;
3- Atomizer output;
4- Republic in S
Asia;
5- Cautious;
6- Anecdotal
knowledge;
7- “Exodus” hero;
8- ___ boy!;
9- Island in the
East China Sea;
10- Breastbones;
11- Language of
Pakistan;
12- Monetary unit
of Cambodia;
13- Competent;
21- Encouraging
word;
23- “As You Like
It” forest;
26- Be silent, musically;
27- Bolt to bond;
28- Perrier rival;
29- Makes well;
30- Affectation of
sophisticates;
31- Words on a

Wonderland cake;
33- German submarine;
34- People and
places, e.g.;
35- Delicious;
37- Letters on a
Cardinal’s cap;
38- ___ kwon do;
41- Fathered;
42- Bursting forth;
47- Person in the
petroleum industry;
49- Beetle juice?;
51- Picture puzzle;
52- Approvals;
53- Exchange;
54- Long luxuriant
hair;
55- Writer Sarah
___ Jewett;
56- Hindu princess; 57- Go out
with; 58- Bean
sprout?; 59- Approach;
60- Shout;
63- Mouthpiece of
a bridle;

Madame
Mysterio

aries - March 21 to april 20 - You suck.
taurus - april 21 to May 21 - You’re ugly.

Gemini - May 22 to June 21- You’re fat.
Cancer - June 22 to July 22 - You smell.
leo - July 23 to aug. 22 -You’re dumb.
Virgo - aug. 23 to Sept. 23 - You’re cool, I guess.
libra - Sept. 24 to oct. 23 - Screw this. I’m out.
Scorpio - oct. 24 to Nov. 22 Sagittarius - Nov. 23 to dec. 21 Capricorn - dec 22. to Jan. 20 aquarius - Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 -

Sudoku Puzzle
• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy

Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.

Pisces - Feb. 20 to March 20 -

We apologize.
Madame Mysterio is
graduating. We gather she
has resigned.
Now taking applications
for mystics.
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Pacers have what
UMaine softball’s bats stifled at
Stony Brook; rain ends finale in tie it takes to surprise
Black Bears drop 2 conference games before 1-1 draw wraps up weekend
teams in playoffs
team this weekend, as they
dropped a doubleheader at
Sports Editor
Stony Brook University on
The bats fell silent for the Saturday before rain ended
University of Maine softball Sunday’s finale with a 1-1 tie.
The Seawolves
took a 1-0 lead two
innings into the
first game of the
series after some
small-ball moved
sophomore second
baseman Jessica
Combs into scoring position. A
single to third by
senior right fielder
Suzanne
Karath
plated Combs.
The
Black
Bears were able
to sprinkle a few
hits throughout the
opening innings
off freshman pitcher Allison Cukrov
but couldn’t tie
any together.
UMaine had a
chance to get back
into the game in
the sixth inning
Haley Johnston • Photo Editor after a couple of
Freshman infielder Jessica Burk bats in a
errors by Stony
home softball game against Husson UniverBrook helped load
sity. The Black Bears dropped two games over the
bases, but
the weekend at Stony Brook and tied a third. sophomore center

By Jesse Scardina

fielder Kylie Sparks struck out
to end the inning.
The Seawolves put the game
away in the bottom of the sixth
inning, getting two runners in
scoring position before Combs
doubled to right-center field,
putting Stony Brook up 3-0.
UMaine senior pitcher Ashley Kelley went five and onethird innings pitched, giving
up seven hits and three runs
while striking out one. Cukrov
surrendered just three hits in
seven innings.
With Cukrov on the mound
in the second game, the Black
Bears still didn’t fare well,
falling 1-0 in a tight contest.
The lone run came in the
bottom of the first inning,
when Karath reached on a bunt
single. Senior center fielder
Alyssa Hawley would single,
moving Karath to second.
After stealing third, Karath
would score after an error by
UMaine sophomore left fielder
Dagmar Ralphs.
UMaine junior pitcher Beth
Spoehr picked up the loss,
going six innings, allowing
six hits and one run. Cukrov
picked up her 20th win of the
season, pitching a complete
game shutout, giving up six
hits.

In the series finale, the
Black Bears and Seawolves
had to play for a draw after
the game was called in extra
innings due to rain at 1-1.
UMaine senior shortstop
Jennifer Eberhardt got the
Black Bears going right away,
putting one over the fence
in the top of the first inning.
It would be one of just four
UMaine hits on the day.
Stony Brook got the run
back in the bottom of the
second after sophomore first
baseman Nicole Hagerty doubled. Freshman designated
hitter Lauren Kamachi drove
Hagerty in during the next at
bat with a single up the middle.
Kelley went seven innings,
giving up eight hits, one run
and one walk while striking
out one. Stony Brook sophomore pitcher Christine Lucido
went the first three innings,
giving up two hits, one run
and a walk. Cukrov finished
the game, allowing two hits.
The Black Bears fall to 1126-1 on the season and will
host Saint Joseph’s College on
Wednesday before a weekend
series against the University
of Maryland Baltimore County in Orono.

University of Maine Sports Briefs

M
Lacrosse
from B6

Crossword
Solution

fans for once. It feels great to
get a playoff berth. It’s a good

Baseball drops 2 at
Binghamtom
The University of
Maine baseball team
dropped both games of
their doubleheader Sunday at Binghamton University. The Black Bears
fall to 21-16 on the season and snaps their 14game win streak.
Junior pitcher Stephen
Perakslis picked up the
loss for UMaine in game
one, going three innings,
giving up five runs off
seven hits.
UMaine took the lead
in game two after senior
first baseman Justin Leisenheimer scored on a
balk.
The Bearcats took the
lead in the bottom of the

way for us to get back into it.”
The Black Bears will play
the U.S. Coast Guard Academy
on April 27 and Bridgewater
State College on April 28 to end
the regular season.

eighth when they strung
a number of singles together to manufacture the
game-winning run.
Sophomore
pitcher
Shaun Coughlin went
seven and one-third innings, allowing two runs
on nine hits, falling to 3-3
on the season.
Saturday’s
doubleheader was postponed
due to rain.
UMaine travels to the
University of Massachusetts Amherst on Wednesday. First pitch is scheduled for 3 p.m.
Men’s basketball announces 2 signings
The University of
Maine men’s basketball
team has announced two

new signings for next
season.
German standout Till
Gloger signed his National Letter of Intent to
become a Black Bear.
From Bochum, Germany, Gloger plays for
the Paderborn Baskets
in the German Under19 NBBL, leading the
league in points per game
with 25.5 and rebounds
per game with 13.5.
UMaine
also
announced the signing of
another German standout
Jon Mesghna.
Mesghna played at
North Dakota State College of Science, second on the team with 13
points per game and led
the team with eight rebounds per game.

Column
Did you know the Indiana
Pacers are in third place in the
NBA’s Atlantic Division of the
Eastern Conference?
Almost every person I’ve
talked to about this topic in
the past few days has stopped
the conversation, took out a
computer
and
said
“show me”
before the
conversation could
move on.
Sometimes
the other
p e r s o n
By Joe Sturzl
would just
leave the
room
in
disbelief, throwing their hands
in the air and stomping off like
they couldn’t believe what
they just saw.
Is what baffles people the
fact that the Pacers have had a
massive turnaround so quickly,
after having finished in either
eighth, ninth and 10th place
the last few years, or that they
don’t have a superstar? In any
case, they are third and they
may cause some damage in the
playoffs this year.
Unless you are a hardcore
NBA fan or remember a couple of players’ glory days in
college, you probably haven’t
heard a lot of the names on
Indiana’s roster. The most recognizable name might be forward Tyler Hansbrough, who
won a national championship
with the University of North
Carolina in 2009. Center Roy
Hibbert was a brute during his
time at Georgetown, and point
guard Darren Collison played
out his college ball days at
UCLA.
But what about forward
Paul George from Fresno State
University, or Dahntay Jones
from Duke University? I had
to do a player profile search
on NBA.com to find out what
those guys have done in their
careers.

Perfect

from B6
I guess my point is, most
of the time, perfection can’t be
predicted. It takes a great deal
of skill to be able to retire 27 or

This team is drawing comparisons to the 2003-04 Detroit
Pistons. I agree on the front
that the two teams definitely
play better together rather than
depending on one individual,
but Detroit has had a couple of
star players in Rasheed Wallace
and Ben Wallace. But if this
year’s Indiana team can copy
the Pistons’ team-play style, it
could be a very scary thing for
teams that are pumped full of
superstars, like the Miami Heat
or the Los Angeles Lakers.
The Pacers are very balanced in terms of playing time
and scoring. All but three players on their 15-man roster average at least 12 minutes per
game, with the highest time
being forward Danny Granger’s 33 minutes per game.
Points are spread evenly as
well, with all but one player
with at least 58 games played
averaging 9.3 to 13 points per
game. Granger is the leader
with 18.7 points per game.
One pertinent statistic I see as
important is the assist-to-turnover ratio, which can be compared to the touchdown-tointerception ratio for an NFL
quarterback. The Pacers have
a 1.3 assist-to-turnover ratio,
with Collison sporting a 2.6.
However, even with these
well-balanced statistical lines,
watching these guys play as a
team and seeing how they’ve
reacted to adversity has been
the most impressive characteristic. In February, they went
on a five-game losing streak
but responded with a six-game
winning streak. They went 89 in the month of March but
have only lost twice since
March 31.
They have won 11 out of
their last 13 games and seem
to be firing on all cylinders at
the right time of the year.
If you catch a Pacers game
and you still can’t believe they
are as high up in the Eastern
Conference as they are, watch
for a few minutes. This may
very well be the team that takes
out a couple of higher-profile
teams in the playoffs.
more consecutive batters, but
at the same time, a profusion
of luck. When the right things
click and a pitcher is feeling it,
there’s always the slim chance
they might do something remarkable, and that’s exactly
what we saw last weekend with
Humber.
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Softball stifled
at Stony Brook
Rain forces finale to
end in 1-1 draw

B5

Bruins (Sun.)
Flyers (Sun.)
Kings (Sun.)

4  3
5  1
2  1

Capitals       (OT)
Penguins
Canucks       (OT)

Lakers (Sun.) 114  106 Thunder (2OT)
Knicks (Sun.) 113  112 Hawks
Heat (Sun.) 97  88 Rockets

“It’s the only home game we have so it’s good to come up with the win.”

UMaine men’s club lacrosse junior goalie Cullen Finn

mainecampus.com
CoLumn

Pacers have what
it takes in playoffs
Indy can surprise a team
of stars when it matters
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Gagne breaks own discus record
week after setting school mark, junior thrower
continues to separate himself in UMaine history

“I was able to focus on my technique
and I got a good throw out of it.”
Justin Gagne
Junior thrower
UMaine men’s track and field

By Jesse Scardina
Sports Editor

The University of Maine
men’s track and field team
won the College of the Holy
Cross Invitational while the
women’s team finished fourth
on Saturday, with a couple of
standout throwers breaking
records on each side.
For the women’s team,
freshman thrower Robyn
McFetters picked up first
place in the hammer throw
after a toss of 185 feet, 10
inches, qualifying her for the
Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference Championships.
Her throw breaks the previous school record set by
Rebecca Even in 2009 when
she recorded a distance of 175
feet, 2 inches in the hammer
throw.
On the men’s side, junior
thrower Justin Gagne broke
his week-old record in discus
with a throw of 174 feet, 10
inches, picking up first place.
Last week at the University of

New Hampshire Wildcat Inhad to do. I
vitational, Gagne threw the
was able to
discus 166 feet, 9 inches,
focus on my
breaking a school record
technique and
set by Alan Sherrard in
I got a good
1979.
throw out of
Gagne also picked
it.”
up a victory in the
G a g n e
shot put with a
doesn’t
credit
toss of 52 feet,
anything specific
10.25 inches, good
to his recordenough for a topbreaking stretch,
five throw in school
other than focushistory. But Gagne
ing every detail
wasn’t satisfied with
on just one good
his shot put perforthrow.
mance, which preceded
“Not much
his discus toss.
[changed].
“Right before, I didn’t
We’ve
just
do as well in the shot as
been
doing
I would have liked,” he
what
we’ve
said. “After I just hung
been doing,”
around with my teamGagne said,
mates and joked around
“just putting
before I got into the
it all together
circle and tried to stay
on one throw
calm and level-headed.
and [making]
Haley Johnston • Photo Editor e v e r y t h i n g
Finally, when it was
time for me to go, I At the College of the Holy Cross Invitational on Saturclick.”
dau, junior thrower Justin Gagne broke his own school
walked up and was foA
lack
discus record, throwing it 174 feet, 10 inches.
cused and knew what I
of competi-

tion at Holy Cross prevented
Gagne from mustering more
on his shot put throw. Regardless, it was still worth a firstplace finish.
“It didn’t turn out as well
as I wanted to,” Gagne said.
“There wasn’t as much competition as we would have
liked and it’s hard to push
yourself.”
The men’s team fared well
in the hammer throw as well,
with junior Ethan Moore and
sophomore Wilson Adams
finishing first and second, respectively, while both throwing for distances good enough
for top-five in program history.
Sophomore
Nathaniel
Meade won the triple jump,
leaping 46 feet, 11.5 inches,
good for a top-five mark in
UMaine history. Meade was
runner-up in the long jump.
Junior Taylor Phillips won
the steeplechase with a time
of 9 minutes, 22.78 seconds,
a top seven mark in program
history.

The Black Bears finished
with 206 points, beating out
Stonehill College, Bryant University, Holy Cross, Central
Connecticut State University
and Hartford University.
On the women’s side, senior Corey Conner also broke
a school record in the 1500meter with a time 4:27.00,
besting her own time by a
tenth of a second.
Senior Katy Grime took
first overall in the discus with
a toss of 132 feet, 6 inches,
which was good for a top-three
throw in UMaine history.
Sophomore Allison Fereshetian won the 100-meter
hurdles, finishing in 14.48
seconds, good for a top-five
school mark.
Freshman Carolyn Stocker
won the 5000-meter with a
time of 17:47.41.
The women’s team finished
fourth out of seven teams,
with Holy Cross, the University of Massachusetts Amherst
and Hartford finishing ahead
of them.

UM men’s club lacrosse Humber latest in unlikely
returns home with win pitchers to achieve perfection
After 4 year hiatus, Black Bears beat Central Connecticut
By Andrew Stefanilo
For The Maine Campus

The University of Maine
men’s club lacrosse team played
their first home game in four
years on Friday night, beating Central Connecticut State
University 14-10 in an exciting
game.
A
decent-sized
crowd
cheered on the team and grew
steadily throughout the evening.
“With it being the first home
[game] we’ve had, to get a turnout like this [was appreciated],”
said UMaine junior goalie Cullen Finn. “The fans were great.
It was nice playing on this field
instead of just looking at it. It’s
the only home game we have,
so it’s good to come up with the
win.”
UMaine looked sharp from
the start. Senior defenseman
Collin Spillane got the offense
going with the first goal to put
the Black Bears up 1-0. Another
goal by junior attacker Ralph
Nelson put UMaine up 2-0.
Eduardo Rentas of Central
Connecticut was the first to
put one by Finn, who stopped
a number of shots prior to the
goal. That was one of Rentas’
four goals.
Central Connecticut tied the
game up at 2-2 before Black
Bear senior attacker Cullen
O’Neil put them back up 3-2.
Finn stopped save after
save, but Rentas managed to
get another one past him, tying
the game up at 3-3. The Black
Bears owned the rest of the
second quarter. UMaine junior

attacker John Tarnuzzer scored
two goals in a row to put the
Black Bears up 5-3.
Later, UMaine sophomore
midfielder Tim Grose netted a
goal and sophomore attacker
Chris Smith scored one after
some shifty moves to put the
Black Bears up 7-3.
UMaine had some defensive
breakdowns, allowing Central
Connecticut to cut the lead to 7-

“The fans were
great. It was nice
playing on this
field instead of just
looking at it.”
Cullen Finn
Junior goalie
UMaine men’s club lacrosse

5. Another Central Connecticut
goal came from Hoang Vu, his
second of the game, to cut the
Blue Devils’ deficit to just one.
The rest of the game featured
more offense with back-andforth goals from both UMaine
and Central Connecticut. Junior
midfielder Chris Bagley and
junior midfielder Steve Woodcock scored two for the Black
Bears and Tarnuzzer put in his
third goal of the night as well.
“I felt pretty good. I just

went out there and just played,”
Tarnuzzer said.
Rentas put in two more for
Central Connecticut for his
third and fourth goals. Despite
the offensive play of Rentas and
Vu, the Black Bears proved to
be too much for the Blue Devils.
Bagley and Grose put in two
more for the Black Bears during the fourth quarter. With the
score at 13-10, Nelson put in
his second and final goal of the
game.
Finn had 28 stops for
UMaine, saving over 70 percent of the shots he faced. Central Connecticut goalie Dylan
Waitkus saved only 13 shots
— less than he let in. The blame
shouldn’t be put all on Waitkus
but rather credit should be given to Black Bears offense for
producing like it did.
“Our offense kept us in this,”
Finn said. “We had a couple
defensive lapses where we let
them back in the game. But
their goalie saw a lot of shots.”
This win will likely give the
Black Bears a playoff berth.
Their scheduled conference
game on Saturday resulted in
a forfeit for the University of
New Haven, which also contributed to a chance at the playoffs.
These wins put them at 4-4, 2-1
in their conference.
Looking forward, the club
lacrosse team hopes this was
just the first of more home
games to come. “It was great to
be home,” Tarnuzzer said. “It
was nice to play for our home
See Lacrosse on B5

Column
Perhaps one of sports’ greatest feats is the elusive and nearly impossible act of pitching
a perfect game. It’s only happened 21 times in the MLB’s
143 years of existence — most
recently on
Saturday
when 29year-old
Chicago
White Sox
pitcher
P h i l i p
Humber
executed
By Liam Nee
the notable
achievement seemingly out of nowhere against the
Seattle Mariners in a 4-0 victory.
The MLB defines a perfect
game as essentially allowing no
batter to get on base under any
circumstance for a minimum of
nine innings — or, in the case
of a 0-0 tie going into extra innings, continuing the flawlessness until the favored team can
take the lead. Both no-hitters
and shutouts share many characteristics with a perfect game
only because a pitcher actually
encompasses both feats with the
completion of a perfect game.
Of all 21 perfect games the
league has seen in its extensive
history, none has ever gone longer than nine innings — thus,
every pitcher saw just 27 batters enter the batter’s box. In
1959, three-time All-Star and
then Pittsburgh Pirates pitcher
Harvey Haddix brought a per-

fect game into the 12th inning
against the Milwaukee Braves.
His opposing pitcher, 1957
World Series MVP pitcher Lew
Burdette, was also amidst a
shutout attempt, hence a 0-0 tie
that garnered for extra-inning
play.
In possibly one of the greatest pitching performances the
game has ever seen, Haddix lost
his perfect game, and consequently the game itself, after a
fielding error by his third baseman, Don Hoak, in the bottom
of the 13th.
Two years ago, on June 2,
Venezuelan right-hander and
then Detroit Tigers pitcher Armando Galarraga was robbed
of a perfect game by first-base
umpire Jim Joyce after effectively pitching lights-out for
8 and 2/3 innings. After a routine infield ground ball hit to
first base by Cleveland Indians
rookie shortstop Jason Donald,
which resulted in a close play at
first, Joyce called Donald safe,
despite ensuing replays that
clearly showed the base runner
should have been called out.
In 10 different instances, the
MLB has seen what would have
been a perfect game spoiled by
the 27th and final batter of the
game.
Both Haddix’s and Galarraga’s stories are prime examples
of how amazingly difficult and
practically
luck-demanding
completing a perfect game truly
is.
When looking at all 21
pitchers who have successfully
pitched perfect games, it’s not
surprising to see names like Cy
Young, Addie Joss, Jim Bunning, Sandy Koufax, Catfish

Hunter, Randy Johnson and
Roy Halladay on the list. There
are, however, some names that
just don’t seem to fit.
Former White Sox pitcher
Charlie Robertson pitched baseball’s fifth perfect game on April
30, 1992, in a 2-0 win over Detroit. Robertson will probably
go down as one of the worst
players to ever pitch a perfect
game. His career earned run average was a disastrous 4.44 and
overall record was 49-80.
Oakland Athletics pitcher
Dallas Braden combined with
Philadelphia Phillies ace Halladay for two perfect games
pitched in the same season
of 2010 — an occurrence the
league has only seen one other
time back in 1880 when Lee
Richmond and John Montgomery Ward both pitched the
league’s first two. Braden hasn’t
seen much luck ever since. He
is currently dealing with injuries and stands with a career
record of 26-36 with an earned
run average over four.
Perhaps the most famous
pitcher known for his perfect
game is former New York Yankees pitcher Don Larsen, who
pitched the league’s one and
only perfect game in postseason
history in Game 5 of the 1956
World Series against the Brooklyn Dodgers, which evidently
led to a Yankees victory and his
selection as the World Series
MVP of that year.
Larsen would become a journeyman after leaving New York
in 1959, playing for six other
teams and finishing his career
with a losing record of 81-91.
See Perfect on B5

